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European Premium Tax Compliance

Introduction

The European Union’s Freedom of Services Directive, permitting an EEA (*)
regulated insurer to issue policies across the EEA from one jurisdiction, has
provided companies with an opportunity to take greater control of their insurance
programmes and reduce their overall cost of risk. The Directive has been a huge
success for risk managers wanting to achieve an integrated risk financing
strategy through use of a direct writing captive.

However, as with any opportunity, there are associated pitfalls. While an insurer
can happily issue paper into any country in which it is authorised, this brings with
it the responsibility of being compliant with that country’s insurance laws,
regulations and what are known as ‘general good requirements’. One of the
primary requirements is to comply with local laws on insurance premium tax
(IPT). That is to say, if an insurer insures risk located in an EEA country, it must
charge a premium commensurate with the risk, and that premium is subject to
the premium tax requirements of that country. This is true regardless of where the
invoice for the premium is billed, who pays the invoice or where the parent
company of the insurer is located. The Kvaerner ruling, presided over by the
European Court of Justice in June 2001, has confirmed this position, defined the
meaning of “located” and highlighted the need for full compliance.

(*) EEA: 25 European Union members plus Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein 

What does this mean for EU domiciled insurers, captives and their
owners?

Put simply, companies who have direct-writing insurers or captives writing pan-
European insurance programmes have an obligation to register with, calculate
and settle their IPT liabilities to the local tax authorities. If it fails to meet this IPT
liability, it will be in breach of tax regulation in that country and subject to the full
rigours of the local tax laws. 

Whilst EU law is very prescriptive as to what the requirements are, it leaves it up
to each jurisdiction to decide the tax rate it wishes to impose, the basis of
calculating the tax and who is permitted to collect the tax and to file the tax return.
Furthermore, it is the duty of each insurer to monitor and act upon these variable
and changeable local tax laws. 

This is a hugely complicated area and tax compliance is no easy task.
Furthermore, there are now 25 members in the EU, with further accessions
scheduled in the near future. Companies that are only now becoming aware of
the issues will need to commit resources as a matter urgency to get up to speed. 
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The better-informed companies will be reviewing their IPT arrangements to
address any deficiencies in their processes. 

How Willis can help

Willis European Captive Practice has sourced an independent third party provider
who specialises in European indirect tax compliance. They provide a centralised
IPT compliance unit for clients and access to fiscal representatives across most
of Europe. This service acts as a “One-Stop Shop” for the purposes of
compliance with the various premium tax regimes across Europe. 

While the use of this service does not purport to solve all IPT compliance issues,
it is a significant tool for helping clients to meet their IPT tax requirements in this
area.

Where insurers have a “legacy issue” with regard to EU premium tax compliance,
our service provider can also be contracted to assist in resolution  and moving
forward with a clean bill of health.

If you would like more information about this service and how Willis can help you
through the maze of EU IPT issues, please contact:

Brendan Duggan Aidan Kelly
European IPT Task Force European IPT Task Force
European Captive Practice European Captive Practice

Direct line: +353 1 4070485 Direct line: +44 1624 696127
E-mail: dugganb@willis.com E-mail: kellyag@willis.com

Willis are not accounting or tax advisors. This paper provides general guidance only.
We recommend captive and insurer stakeholders seek professional advice
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